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ABSTRACT

Advances in the interconnection technology have played a key role in the continued
improvement of the integrated circuit (IC) density, performance and cost. Copper (Cu)
metallization, dual damascenes processing and integration of copper with low dielectric constant
material are key issues in the IC industries. Chemical mechanical planarization of copper (CuCMP) has emerged as an important process for the manufacturing of ICs. Usually, Cu-CMP
process consists of several steps such as the removal of surface layer by mechanical action of the
pad and the abrasive particles, the dissolution of the abraded particles in the CMP solution, and
the protection of the recess areas. The CMP process occurs at the atomic level at the
pad/slurry/wafer interface, and hence, slurries and polishing pads play critical role in its
successful implementation.
The slurry for the Cu-CMP contains chemical components to facilitate the oxidation and
removal of excess Cu as well as passivation of the polished surface. During the process, these
slurry chemicals also react with the pad. In the present study, investigations were carried out to
understand the effect of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) as an oxidant and benzotriazole (BTA) as an
inhibitor on the CMP of Cu. Interaction of these slurry components on copper has been
investigated using electrochemical studies, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and
secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS).
In the presence of 0.1M glycine, Cu removal rate was found to be high in the solution
containing 5% H2O2 at pH 2 because of the Cu-glycine complexation reaction. The dissolution
iii

rate of the Cu was found to increase due to the formation of highly soluble Cu-glycine complex
in the presence of H2O2. Addition of 0.01M BTA in the solution containing 0.1M glycine and
5% H2O2 at pH 2 exhibited a reduction in the Cu removal rate due to the formation of Cu-BTA
complex on the surface of the Cu further inhibiting the dissolution. XPS and SIMS investigations
revealed the formation of such Cu-glycine complex, which help understand the mechanism of the
Cu-oxidant-inhibitor interaction during polishing.
Along with the slurry, pads used in the Cu-CMP process have direct influence an overall
process. To overcome problems associated with the current pads, new application specific pad
(ASP) have been developed in collaboration with PsiloQuest Inc. Using plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) process; surface of such ASP pads were modified. Plasma
treatment of a polymer surface results in the formation of various functional groups and radicals.
Post plasma treatment such as chemical reduction or oxidation imparts a more uniform
distribution of such functional groups on the surface of the polymer resulting in unique surface
properties.
The mechanical properties of such coated pad have been investigated using nanoindentation technique in collaboration with Dr. Vaidyanathan’s research group. The surface
morphology and the chemistry of the ASP are studied using scanning electron microcopy (SEM),
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) to
understand the formation of different chemical species on the surface. It is observed that the
mechanical and the chemical properties of the pad top surface are a function of the PECVD
coating time. Such PECVD treated pads are found to be hydrophilic and do not require being
stored in aqueous medium during the not-in-use period. The metal removal rate using such
surface modified polishing pad is found to increase linearly with the PECVD coating time.
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Overall, this thesis is an attempt to optimize the two most important parameters of the
Cu-CMP process viz. slurry and pads for enhanced performance and ultimately reduce the cost
of ownership (CoO).
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Copper (Cu) in Electronic Industry
Ever since the first commercialization of the microchip there is a relentless drive in

semiconductor industry to design smaller. As device manufacturers continue to follow Moore’s
law1 , increased performance requires the introduction of new materials.
Cu is widely used in the electronics industry for many years. It has been used for wiring
and interconnecting material for long time. But actual transformation of the Cu usage from
macro to micro electronics occurred after announcement of IBM in 1997 that Cu would be used
in next generation of advanced IC chips, this has intensified Cu metallization effort at major IC
manufactures.2,3 Slowly Cu started replacing aluminum (Al) and its alloys as interconnecting
material due its properties like lower electrical resistivity and higher resistance to
electromigration4,5 .Incorporation of Cu in the intenerated circuit (IC) industry reduces wiring
resistance and improves the reliability; however, it brings new challenges due to following
reasons6
•

Introduction of Cu by replacing Al makes wafer manufacturing more complex and relies
on new and multiple technologies.

•

Need for new patterning techniques

•

Need for barrier layer, to reduce the diffusion of Cu but at the same time this raises
several manufacturing issues like need of new manufacturing process.
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•

Need for the stringent process control since incorporation of any impurity hinders the
conductivity of copper.
Incorporation of the copper in the IC metallization requires new patterning strategies,

from which need for planarization has been generated.

1.2 Need of Planarization
Current ULSI technology enables chip to have few millions of transistors. Advances in
the interconnection technology have played a key role in the continued improvements in the
integrated circuit density, the performance and the cost per function. Continuing advances in the
interconnection technology are seen as essential to the continued improvement in the IC
performance7. The recent introduction of the Cu metallization, dual damascene processing, and
fully articulated hierarchical wiring structures, along with the imminent introduction of lowdielectric-constant insulating materials indicate an accelerating pace of the innovation. In
multilevel metallization, planarity is achieved by the extensive use of the chemical mechanical
polishing (CMP). The IC Industry is heading towards the 50 nm node size and the planarization
becomes the key issue in the success of the advanced semiconductor devices8.
There are two broad categories of planarization: local and global. The local planarization,
i.e. an area with a high density of structures to be planarized, is made up of a high frequency of
the high and low topography and is typically easiest to planarize. Global planarization, i.e.,
planarization of all structures across the chip to the same level, is far more difficult to achieve3.
Beyond local and global planarization, the ability to uniformly remove the material being
planarized is critical to final wafer planarization quality. In the recent years, the integration of the
Cu with low k materials became a key issue for planarization.
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1.3 Cu and Low-k integration
To reduce the parasitic electrostatic coupling and the propagation delays on chip, low k
dielectric materials have been introduced in IC industry2. Advantage of integration of low k
material with Cu has improved device performance, at the same time; many design changes and
process changes are involved. Different materials such as fluorinated glasses, silsesquioxanes,
organosilicate glasses, polymers, and fluorinated polymers are slowly replacing conventional
silicon oxide. ITRS mentioned that these low-k (2.0-2.2) range causes incorporation of porosity.
Porous materials have many additional challenges for successful processing and integration.
These materials are extensively evaluated for effective dielectric constant, the water absorption,
the chemical reactivity, the temperature stability, and most importantly the compatibility of each
material with the Cu metal and the barrier materials9.

1.4 Chemical Mechanical Polishing (CMP)
The name “Chemical Mechanical Planarization” alludes to the fundamental nature of the
process. CMP is designed to advantageously use the chemical reaction and the mechanical
energy in combination for global planarization. The use of CMP technique is not unique in
planarization3. CMP process was historically used for polishing glasses, but IBM was the first
company, which successfully implement this process in the IC manufacturing2. Semiconductor
industry starts using this process for wafer manufacturing since then. High degree of flatness
with less material removal, gives CMP a cutting edge over other the processing techniques.
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1.4.1

CMP Process
A typical CMP process setup has been shown in Figure 1. As shown in the figure, the

wafer to be processed is held in the wafer carrier. Small portion of the wafer protrudes which
comes in contact with the slurry and the pad. Polishing polymeric pad is held on the polishing
platen. Pressure is applied normal to the pad surface through the polishing arm to the wafer. As
shown in figure 1; a membrane or flexible carrier film is located beneath the wafer; the main
function of this membrane is to distribute uniformly the applied pressure to all points on the
wafer surface. Slurry used in the CMP process not only provides chemical reaction but also
forms a layer between the pad and the wafer for fluid shear.
A detailed idea about the chemistry and the mechanics occurred at the interface of the
wafer/slurry/pad is shown in Figure 1. Different chemicals and abrasive particles present into the
slurry react with the sample. These particles allow easy removal of metal from the protruded
areas.
In general, the CMP consumables such as polishing pad and slurry play key role in the
process. Input of the process is varied by varying the parameters of these consumables. These
variables are manipulated in order to obtain the optimum process result.
Several factors need to be considered to describe the CMP process. The important factors
are10
•

Structure and composition of the surface to be polished.

•

Formulation of slurry.

•

Mechanical and surface properties of Pad.

•

The relative speed between the pad and the wafer
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Figure 1. Schematic of Chemical Mechanical Polishing
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•

Applied pressure to the wafer.

•

Temperature.

•

Porosity and groves on the pad which helps in the fluid flow on the pad.
Major advantage of the CMP process is global planarity for multilevel, sub 0.5 micron

metallization schemes can be achieved easily. Also, CMP is one step process which reduces the
processing cost as well as the time. All type of the surfaces can be planarized, provides alternate
means of the patterning metals, improves metal step coverage and subsequently the interconnect
structure. Main advantage of the CMP is the reduction in the defect densities in processing of the
wafer3.
At the same time high initial cost, exact formulation of the slurry chemistry and the
requirement of post CMP cleaning are some of the major disadvantages of the CMP process11.
Schemes are widely used in the planarization using CMP are dielectric CMP, metal CMP
and Shallow trench Isolation (STI).
1.4.2

Dielectric CMP
Oxide CMP is one of the most widely used technique. It is the intermediate process after

the initial interlayer dielectric (ILD) deposition and metal levels for planarization. This occurs by
both chemical and mechanical mechanisms. Chemicals present into the slurry react with the
dielectric materials, weakening the surface bonds allow easy abrasion of the materials2, 3. Silicon
Oxide (SiO2) is the most widely used dielectric material in the CMP industry. Since it has been
studied from last many years, CMP of SiO2 is one of the most understood processes12.
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1.4.3

Metal/Cu CMP
The Cu CMP process involves the removing of Cu and the barrier over the field regions

to define the interconnect13,14 . In the Cu inlay approach, the vias and the trenches have been
created by patterning and etching dielectric layer. The diffusion barriers (like Tantalum) are lined
in the vias and then Cu seed layer is deposited to ensure and initiate bulk Cu deposition. Various
techniques have been used for bulk Cu deposition. Most popular techniques used for Cu
deposition are the physical vapor deposition (PVD), the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and
the electrochemical deposition (ECD)3. The final step in the Cu inlay approach is removing of
excess the Cu on surface using the CMP process.
One of the advantages of dual damascene Cu interconnects is cost saving due to the
elimination of the manufacturing steps for every metal mask level compared to a typical Al
interconnect strategy employing tungsten plugs. It is important to consider that cost saving is not
sacrificed by the speed at which one can get the advanced chip.
Many challenges exist in developing an ideal Cu CMP process. The main process issues
include the controlling of the extent of the Cu dishing and the inter-layer dielectric (ILD) erosion
and controlling defects formed by CMP15. With the integration of Cu with low-k materials and
use of the double damascene (DD)16 process increases the challenges of the Cu CMP process.
1.4.4

Shallow Trench Isolation (STI)
From the past few years CMP is widely used in the shallow trench isolation (STI)

process17. The most basic steps in STI process includes silicon etch, oxidation, trench fill by the
CVD and the CMP. Transition to the shallow trench isolation (STI) from localized oxidation of
the silicon (LOCOS) is natural from the design standpoint. STI significantly shrinks the area
needed to isolate the transistor while offering the superior latch up immunity, smaller channel
7

width encroachment and the better planarity. From processing point of view, however, the
transition to the STI is little more complicated18. The greater challenges lie in providing voidfree, seamless gap filled by CVD and subsequent uniform planarization by CMP.

1.5 Materials Challenges in CMP
For an average Cu CMP process, the cost of the consumables is between 50-70% of the
overall process19. CMP consumables play major role in obtaining optimum yield from the
process. Pads and slurry are the two major consumables, on which most of the research has been
focused. At sub 0.1 micron regime, the key challenges in the CMP process are mentioned
below10:
•

Very small amount of materials to be removed: This needs effective planarization with
very small polishing rate. High precision and process control is needed.

•

Nature of the finished surface: Surface planarized must be smooth enough. This
dominates the performance and the reliability of the overall process.

•

Quality Control: Since planarization area is about submicron level defect free and
errorless process needed.

•

Chemical attacks: Material should not get any kind of galvanic corrosion as well as
corrosion due to chemicals present into the slurry.

1.5.1

CMP Pads
Polishing Pads are the major consumables affecting critically the within-wafer non-

uniformity (WIWNU) and wafer-to-wafer non-uniformity (WTWNU) in the planarization
technology20. Role of the CMP pad is one of the key aspects in the CMP process.
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CMP pad is made up of one or more of polymeric materials. Typical role of CMP pad
include3:
•

Provides support against the wafer surface, allowing the wafer surface to experience the
impact of the mechanical and the chemical forces leading to material removed.

•

To transport abrasive containing and active slurry for the chemical action.

•

To transfer the load to the work piece surface.

•

Wear and exposure of the new open cell of the polymeric material on surface by
conditioning.
The mechanical properties and the surface morphology of the pads play important role in

governing the overall CMP process. Ideally, to obtain a planar surface, one should have a rigid
and inert pad surface that can carry abrasives and the chemicals present in the slurry10. But in
reality the pad is not a rigid as well as chemically inert material. The chemical present in the
slurry changes the surface or the bulk chemistry of the pad, while due to mechanical abrasion
wear of the pad takes place. Since pads get affected by the chemicals present in the slurry, exact
designing and formulation of the slurry is important.
1.5.2

CMP slurry Design
The main function of the slurry used in the Cu CMP process is to facilitate easy removal

of Cu by both chemical and mechanical action through abrasives present in the slurry3. It also
acts as a lubricating media between the pad and the wafer. Excellent performance for a Cu
polishing process required intelligent mixing and use of significant independent slurry
components. In CMP, slurry additives further increase the equipment costs19.
Slurry constitutes of different chemical components such as oxidizers, inhibitors,
complexing agents, surfactants and the abrasive particles. Unlike oxide CMP, slurry formulation
9

is the difficult task in the Cu CMP since in the oxide CMP major emphasis is to obtain the global
planarization. Slurry chemicals affect primarily the chemical component, e.g. etch rate. On the
basis of their role in the process, CMP slurries can be classified into two major categories19: (a)
Cu polish slurry and (b) barrier slurry. While the Cu slurry market is by no means established, it
is the mainstay of the polish process as it accounts for the bulk Cu removal.
The cost considerations have also led several IC device manufacturers to develop the Cu
slurries that are adapted to their respective integrations, thereby achieving the requisite process
performance along with the reduced costs and the formulation of the slurry is one of the major
aspects of CMP research work. While etching the Cu, it also affects the properties of the pad,
film and the abrasive surfaces. Therefore, overall polishing performance gets affected indirectly.
There are different slurries used at different manufacturing steps. Initially slurry having high
concentration of oxidizing agents and abrasive particles is used; while at the end stages of
manufacturing abrasive free slurry is preferred to avoid the scratching of the end product21. The
commercial slurry manufacturers have identified the Cu CMP slurry as a growth market and
continue to focus their efforts towards improving the manufacturability of the Cu CMP slurries.
Some typical characteristics of the slurry are mentioned below3:
•

Most important characteristic of slurry is that various chemicals present in the slurry
should not react with each other.

•

Slurry should have good shelf life.

•

Slurry should provide high Cu dissolution rate at the protruded regions while it should
protect the metals in the recesses and most importantly at the same time desirable output
should be obtained.
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•

Chemicals present in the slurry should not react and deteriorate the polishing pad used
during the process.

•

Abrasive present in the slurry should be well suspended and stable. Maximum size of the
abrasives should not exceed 500 nm to avoid any scratching of the wafer.

•

Slurry should have good colloidal stability.

•

Abrasive present in the slurry sometimes get adhered to the wafer surface due to the
electrostatic interaction. Removal rate variation from center to edge of the wafer must be
very little.

•

Excessive pitting of the material which is removed from the wafer is avoided.

1.6 Objective of this Study
Formulation of slurry with exact concentration of the oxidizers and the inhibitor
concentration is one of the important parts of the CMP research. In the present investigation
work is carried out to understand the effect of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) as an oxidizing agent,
the effect of glycine as a complexing agent. Detail studies have been carried out to understand
the presence of glycine in pH 2 and H2O2 solution. Formation of the Cu-glycine complexation
and the enhancement of the dissolution rate are explained thermodynamically. Effect of addition
of BTA, formation of the polymeric film on the Cu surface and suppression of the Cu dissolution
rate are explained in detail. Different techniques like XPS and SIMS are extensively used for
surface characterization of the Cu surface in light of effective Cu-CMP.
Another objective of the present study is to use plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD) for modification of the surface of the application specific pads and the
formulation of exact slurry chemistry in order to have better polishing characteristics for the

11

chemical mechanical planarization (CMP). Enhancement of the wear resistance of the polishing
pads is also one of the parameters to be enhanced by plasma treatment. A post plasma treatment
can also be given to enhance the surface properties of the pad surface. The extent of the
nanoscale surface (10-50 nm) properties enhancement is also to be studied with the help of XPS.
The morphology of the surface structure was studied using SEM. Nanoindentation technique has
been used to evaluate mechanical properties of the pad surface in collaboration with Dr.
Vaidyanathan’s research group. This research is a step to engineer suitable pad materials for
solving many queries in CMP process.

1.7 Organization of the thesis
Optimization of the slurry and the polishing pad properties are essential in improving the
overall CMP process. Exact formulation of the slurry and investigation of the pad’s
microstructure, the surface and the mechanical properties can further elucidate the overall
performance of the polishing process. Although several studies has been done on this area, the
aim of this study to optimize critical CMP process parameters in designing effective slurries and
pads on the basis of basic knowledge of this field.
This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 gives idea of need of CMP process and
gives idea about the basics of CMP.
Chapter2 the literature, related to formulation of slurries and pads, is reviewed, in detail.
The fundamentals of the Cu dissolution, the need of high dissolution slurries, and the
requirement of inhibitors into the slurries are discussed. Also the literature regarding the surface
and the mechanical properties of pad, chemical attack of the different chemicals present into the
slurries on the pad surface and wear and erosion of pad surface are considered in this chapter.
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The need for the development of the new generation pad and the use of surface modification
technique for the improved performance of the polishing pad is also taken into consideration in
this chapter.
Chapter 3 gives an idea about the different experimental techniques used for the
characterization of the slurry and the CMP pad. Typical static dissolution rate and
electrochemical studies give an idea about the occurrence of the highest dissolution rate of Cu.
XPS and SIMS analysis indicates the different chemical states present on the Cu surface. It is
also helpful in determining the complex formation of Cu with various components present into
the slurry. In this current research work XPS analysis is extensively used for conducting the
surface modification of the polishing pads. Moreover, FTIR and nanoindentation techniques
have been used in the pad surface analysis.
Chapter 4 is divided into two sections 1. Chemical aspect of Cu CMP and 2. Surface
modification of application specific pads. First section covers the results obtained from different
techniques used as mentioned above and further correlation for optimizing different slurry
parameters such as oxidizers, inhibitors and complexing agents in regard to CuCMP. It explains
in-detail the mechanism of the oxide formation as well as Cu-glycine and Cu-BTA complex
formation in detail. Second part of this chapter covers the effect of the surface modification of
CMP pad, in detail. XPS analysis of the pad surface has been done to understand the
performance of the pad with respect to the TEOS deposition time and relate to the pad surface
modification. Results obtained from the XPS analysis of the pad surface are supported by
Nanoindentation and FTIR analysis. Over all effect of the surface modification on polishing
performance has been discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 5 summarizes the overall results and further concludes the current CMP research.
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Chapter 6 gives an idea about the future trend in the CMP industry which includes
application of nanocrystalline materials to the CMP, is discussed briefly, and will be the part of
future research.
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Chemical Aspect of Cu CMP
Cu CMP slurry is one of the most expensive chemical costs in the semiconductor
manufacturing. Since it constitutes the major cost of the overall process it is the challenge of the
process engineer to select the proper slurry which best fit the rigorous requirements for the
device being built. To a great degree, the selection of the slurry with specific capabilities
determines the polishing performance and capabilities that can be achieved by the polishing
system. With integration of the low-k materials with Cu and sizes of the features scaling towards
few nanometer scale, designing of the slurry for polishing Cu and barrier layers at the same time
achieving the desired dishing and erosion values is unlikely19. At the same time, removal of the
slurry from the surface without leaving any macroscopic, microscopic, or electrically active
defect is very important.
Various slurry constituents to be considered while designing slurry are listed below:
2.1.1

pH
One of the most important parameters to be consider while slurry is formulated. It

directly affects22,23 the dissolution rate and solubility of the metal (here Cu) to be polished. On
the basis of the studies of the pourbaix diagram of material to be polished, pH of the slurry is
decided. pH of the slurry also important for abrasive suspension. It directly affects the stability
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and effectiveness of the abrasives3. Since slurries directly come into contact with the pad it also
affect the pad morphology as adhesives used for bonding pad on the platen.
Huang et al.24 shows the effect of pH on the dissolution rate in case of hydroxylamine as
an oxidizing agent. Dissolution rate increases till pH value 6 then at higher pH values the
dissolution rate gets suppressed. Also Seal et al.25 recently reported the oxidation, dissolution
and modification of the Cu surface by addition of H2O2 as oxidizing agent and glycine as
complexing agent in pH 4. Present study in strongly acidic media is motivated by the industrial
trend towards using acidic slurries for bulk Cu CMP in attempts to minimize the possibility of
de-lamination at the metal-low-k dielectric interface. It allows planarization at relatively low
down-forces and table speeds. The use of the acidic slurries emphasizes the chemical aspects of
CMP due to the active dissolution of Cu in strong acids.
2.1.2

Oxidizers
Chemical reactions that occurred during the Cu CMP process are electrochemical in

nature and oxidizers play very important role in the chemical reactions. By raising the oxidation
state of metal either by oxidation or reduction reaction it helps in active dissolution or formation
of passive film on the surface can be achieved. In case of Cu CMP, the rate of dissolution is
proportional to rate of reduction-oxidation reactions3. Kaufman’s26 proposed model of active
dissolution of Tungsten (W) - CMP does not validate for the Cu CMP process. But Steigerwald
et al.27 performed active studies on the Cu dissolution using various chemicals and states that Cu
does not dissolve just by forming the oxide film on the surface, but dissolution of Cu is a two
step process which involves abrasion of Cu in initial step. Active dissolution of the abraded Cu
in the slurry by chemical action is followed.
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The use of sodium chlorate [NaClO3]28, Hydrogen peroxide [H2O2]23,29,30,31, and Iron
nitrate [Fe (NO3)3]28 as oxidizers during CMP was attempted in previous studies. Different
oxidizers used in the CMP industry are listed in Table 1.
Amongst all the oxidizers presented in the table, H2O2 and hydroxylamine are the most
popular oxidizing agents in CMP industry since they required minimal post CMP cleaning.
Furthermore unlike the iodate and ferric ions, they do not leave any trace of oxidizers and
reduction product on the wafer. H2O2 shows very anomalous behavior as an oxidizing agent. For
number of years research has been conducted on the radical formation due to the presence of
hydrogen peroxide. In most studies it has been observed that polishing rate initially increases and
then decreases with increasing concentration of H2O2 into the solution32,33. Steigerwald et al. in
detail studied the effect of HNO3 and NH4OH and they further mentioned that with increasing
the concentration of these oxidizers (nitrate ions) dissolution rate increases linearly. Similar
results were found in the literature.34, 35
Though H2O2 slurries are important in the Cu CMP process; they have not been
investigated adequately. The literature explained the drop in the dissolution rate as a result of
oxide layer formation. But it fails to explain the oxide layer formation under unfavorable
conditions and how this oxide formation is linked to the H2O2 concentration.
In the present study, the effect of the variation of the concentration of H2O2 on the Cu
surface has been carried out.
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Table 1. List of different oxidizers used in the CMP Slurry.
Oxidizing agents

Open Circuit Potential
E0 ( V )

Ferric Ion
Fe3+ + e- → Fe2+

0.771

Ferricynide
3-

-

Fe (CN)6 + e → Fe(CN)6

0.358

4-

Hydroxylamine
1.35

NH3OH + 2H++ 2e- → NH4 + H2O
Nitrate Ion

0.835

NO3- + 2H++ 2e- → NO2 Iodate Ion

1.085

IO3- + 6H++ 6e- → I- + 3 H2O
Cholrate Ion

0.62

ClO3- + 6 H+ + 6 e- → Cl- + 3 H2O
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2.1.3

Complexing Agents
The main function of complexing agent is to form a soluble complex with Cu ions or

abraded film material and improve the overall dissolution rate of Cu. An important balance
between the mechanical removal rate from the surface being polished and the dissolution rate
from the surface being polished and the dissolution rate can be achieved by selecting desired
complexing agents. A numbers of complexing agents are available in the market but minimal
post CMP cleaning requirement along with inertness for complex formation with the barrier
metals are the main requirement for the complexing agent selection.
Glycine, ethelenediaminetetraacetic (EDTA) acid, and ethelenediamine (En) are some of
the leading complexing agents used in the Cu CMP industry25,33 . Aksu et al. reported
electrochemical studies of glycine, EDTA and En on Cu. They concluded that glycine shows
highest efficiency as complexing agent as compared to other two. Studies25,33 shows that glycine
in presence of hydrogen peroxide facilitates the active dissolution of Cu.
In the current studies, investigation were carried out to understand the effect on glycine in
pH 2 and pH 4 solution in presence and absence of the hydrogen peroxide and the benzotriazole.
2.1.4

Inhibitors
For planarization of the uneven surface topography to occur, isotropic etching should be

avoided. Higher dissolution rates remove Cu from both the protruding as well as the recessed
region, resulting in poor planarization. In the presence of chemical content in the slurry like
H2O2 and glycine dissolution of Cu in the recessed area is same as dissolution in the protruded
area36. In order to prevent the dissolution of the Cu in the recessed area corrosion inhibitors are
added to the solution. Corrosion inhibitors form a passive film on the Cu surface and protect the
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active dissolution. The following are some of the requirements that should be satisfied by the
chemical to become an appropriate Cu inhibitor.37
•

The corrosion inhibitor get chemically adsorbed or chemically bonded to the Cu surface.

•

It should form a complex with the Cu, in the form of polymeric film on the surface.

•

This polymeric film should not be soluble in slurry.

•

It should be stable at wide range of pH values. Since both acidic and alkaline both type of
pH used in the slurry formulation. It should withstand at both the condition.

•

Anodic areas are the central areas for the pitting corrosion; the inhibitor should act as an
anodic inhibitor.

•

It should not be harmful or hazardous to the user.

•

To avoid any traces on the metal surface and to ease the cleaning procedure metallic
inhibitors are avoided.

•

The inhibitors should be non-toxic, non-hazardous and should be inexpensive

•

It should be available in pure form.

Different chemicals are used in the Cu industry as corrosion inhibitors, such as 2aminopyrimidine (AP), 2-amino-5-mercapto-1, 3, 4-thiadiazole (AMT), Benzotriazole (BTA), 2mercaptobenzimidazole (MBI), 2-mercaptobenzothiazole, 3-amino-triazole (ATA). Faltermeier
et al. did an exclusive study on Cu inhibitors and concluded that in all inhibitors BTA shows the
highest efficiency as a corrosion inhibitor. Due to its perceived advantages and satisfactory
results, BTA has been the predominant corrosion inhibitor used in the conservation of the Cu and
its alloys. BTA is the most popular inhibitor used in the CMP industry but some conflicting data
has been reported. Several studies30,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45 have been carried out to understand the
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inhibitive action of benzotriazole (BTA) on the Cu. It is observed that in the presence of BTA,
Cu forms a Cu (I)-BTA complex. Walsh et al. extensively studied the geometry of the BTA species on the Cu surface. In the presence of the H2O2, BTA and organic acids in the CMP
slurry were found to be very effective in controlling the metal removal25. However, Wang et al.
reported a decrease in the rate of polishing with increased H2O2 content. Although BTA
adsorption on the Cu2O is well documented however there is still controversy exist over
adsorption of BTA over oxide free Cu0 surface. This study gives an overview of the Cu-BTA
complex formation in the presence of H2O2 and glycine in pH 2 and pH 4 solutions.

2.2 Pads
The polishing pad is one of the most important, and yet least understood parameter in the
CMP system3, 10. In the CMP process, the polishing process involves intimate contact between “high
points” on the wafer surface and the pad in the presence of slurry. As discussed earlier, Cu
dissolution mechanism involves removal of metal by shearing at the pad-wafer interface by abrasion
action and the dissolution of the abraded material into the slurry chemicals. Since Cu removal from
the surface occurred due to abrasion action; pads used in the Cu CMP process play key role in the
overall process. The pad structure, mechanical as well as the surface properties are important in
determining polishing rate and planarization ability of the process, therefore these are usually
determined empirically. Direct correlation between the pad properties and the polish performance are
limited in this field of study.
As pad is not a rigid material its properties changes as the chemical/solvent rigidness and
wear. Chemicals present in the slurry mainly react with the pad material and due to which surface, as
well as bulk, chemistry of the pad varies46. It also affects the bonding between the pad and abrasives,
and electrochemical effects. Pads are generally made up of polymeric materials which are spongy,
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porous, absorb water and lead to the creation of dipoles near the surface leading to a charge state.
Also due to polishing, surface properties experience the changes.
Several properties of the pad are to be designed and evaluated during the designing. The
specific gravity, hardness, compressibility, surface roughness, and elasticity are some of the
important properties of the pad. The heat and the mechanical energy are the primary causes of the
polymer degradation47. The chemical composition of the pad is decisive factor in the overall stability
of the polymeric pad.
The elastic properties of the pad material significantly influence the rate of material removal
and the final planarity48. In general, the elastic properties are a function of both the intrinsic polymer
and foam structure. Polyurethane-based pads such as IC1000/Suba IV have been used successfully to
obtain both uniformity and efficient topography reduction, due to their unique property that combines
high strength with hardness, bulk modulus and high elongation at break49.

However, the

polyurethane pads showed a reduction in the material removal rates with polishing time which is
attributed to the changes in the mechanical response of the pads under conditions of critical shear.
The interaction of the pad and the polishing slurries50,51 has also contributed significantly to the
functionality loss of the polyurethane-based CMP pads. An increasingly utilized method for
improving the stability is the chemical modification of polymers. The polyurethane pads generally
have around 35% of pores on the surface which need the reconditioning of the pad after some time of
the wafer processing. The gross mechanical and the surface properties of the polyurethane pads
depend on the molecular structure and the ingredients and unique supermolecular properties of the
polymer. However, these polyurethane pads are incompatible with some of the chemicals used in Cu
CMP, especially with H2O252. Due to the chemical attack, pad surface get roughened and need of
conditioning or pad change occurred frequently.53,54
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Recently, a new class of the application specific polishing pad (ASP) based on the
thermoplastic polyolefin was developed by Obeng and Yokley55 to overcome such incompatibility
problems. The application specificity for the pad was accomplished by matching the micromechanical properties of the pad surface to the material being removed during CMP.
Pads can be surface modified with a soft ceramic coating using PECVD. The use of
functional coating as one of the surface engineering approaches56 has increasingly become an
effective means for enhancing and modifying the mechanical and chemical properties of the pad
surface. Advantages57 of plasma treatment of the polymeric pads are:

•

Elementary processes with high activation energies of several electron volts are possible
in low pressure plasmas without elevated gas (ion, neutral) temperatures. There is almost
no thermal load for sensitive polymer materials during low pressure plasma treatment.

•

While the chemical structure of a shallow surface layer can be changed significantly, the
bulk properties remain unchanged.

•

An extreme wide range of surface modifications can be realized with different low
pressure plasmas.

•

The amount of toxic byproducts is low compared to wet chemistry.

Although polishing of the PECVD formed dielectric layers using usual polishing pad are
routine in CMP58,59 investigation on the polishing behavior of PECVD modified pad is missing.
Scanning electron micrographs of the cross sections of such ASP3200 pad (Psiloquest Inc.,
Orlando, FL) and the standard IC1000/Suba-IV pad (Rodel Inc., Newark, DE) are shown in Figure 2.
Although both pads are stacked-type, the ASP is distinguished by the presence of a soft ceramiccoated polyolefin foam layer on top of the hard condensed polyolefin sub-pad. Moreover, the
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ASP3200 pad uses thermo-mechanical lamination instead of pressure sensitive adhesives to bond the
top and the sub-pads together.
In the case of ASP pads, the coating modifies the viscoelastic properties of the soft polyolefin
foam thereby tuning both the chemical and mechanical properties of the pad-wafer interface to match
with those of the material being removed in the CMP process.
Consequently, it not only improves the polishing rate selectivity but also reduces the process
induced defects such as scratching. Furthermore, the presence of metal-oxides on the top surface of
the PECVD coated ASP pad makes the pad permanently hydrophilic, thereby, eliminating the
mandatory storing of the pad under wet condition when these are not in polishing operation. The
surface modification of the first generation ASP pads was accomplished through PECVD of various
dielectric films, from organometallic precursors . The wear of the surface coating alters the polishing
characteristics of the pad and limits the useful life of such first generation pads.
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Figure 2. SEM micrographs showing cross sections of application specific pad (ASP) (left) and
Rodel’s IC1000/Suba IV stacked pad (right).
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL

3.1 Specimen Preparation
All the experiments in the present study were carried out using 99.98% pure Cu foil
(Sigma Aldrich Inc., Milwaukee, WI); with 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm in size and 1 mm thick. The Cu
specimen was initially washed in a 10% hydrochloric solution to remove any native oxide from
the surface, and dried in air stream. Hydrogen peroxide (30%) and benzotriazole is obtained from
Sigma Aldrich while glycine and duetiriated glycine is obtained from Alfa Acer Inc.
Commercial polyethylene and ethylene vinyl acetate (PE-EVA) foam specimens were coated
with PECVD-TEOS. Reaction chamber pressure was maintained at 200 mTorr. TEOS to oxygen
ratio was 1:1. Details about specimen preparation and removal rate experiments are explained
elsewhere . Large sheets of the substrate (PE-EVA) were coated as a function of time. All samples
were dried in vacuum desiccators prior to analysis. All process had been done in a clean room to
avoid human contamination of the sample surface.
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Figure 3 . Schematic diagram of a low temperature RF Plasma Set-up.
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3.2 Buffer Solution Preparation
Buffer solutions were prepared in the laboratory as per the procedure available in the
literature60. For 100 ml of pH 2 buffer solution, 6.5 ml of 0.2 M HCl solution and 25 ml of 0.2
M of potassium chloride were mixed, and the solution volume was made to 100 ml by adding deionized (DI) water. In order to prepare 100 ml of pH 4 buffer solution, 50 ml of 0.1 M potassium
hydrogen phthalate and 0.1 ml of 0.1M HCl were mixed and the solution volume was made up to
100 ml with the addition of DI water. The pH values of the solutions, thus prepared, were
measured using a pH meter (Denver Instrument; Model 250).

3.3 Static Dissolution Study
Dissolution experiments were carried out in a 200 ml glass beaker with 100 ml of
polishing solution to find out the static etch rates. The Cu specimen was initially washed in a
10% hydrochloric solution to remove any native oxide from the surface, dried in air stream and
weighed in a microbalance (Sartorius; Model LA230P; ±0.01 mg). Subsequently, it was
immersed in the test solution for ten minutes. After immersing for a specified time of 10 min, the
Cu specimen was taken out, washed in de-ionized water, dried in air stream and mass of the
sample were taken again. The dissolution rate or static etch rate was calculated from the average
mass loss data of three such identical experiments. Static etch rates in nm.min-1 of a Cu sample
for this slurry were estimated as a function of hydrogen peroxide concentration with 0.1 M
glycine. Dissolution study was also conducted as a function of glycine and BTA concentration
variation in 2.5% and 5% H2O2 solutions.
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3.4 Electrochemical Measurements
Potentiodynamic polarization tests were carried out to study the passivation and
dissolution behavior of Cu surface in various solutions. Cu foils were first polished with
sandpaper (Grit 180 and Grit 1200) and washed in 10% hydrochloric solution to remove any
native oxide from the surface and dried in air stream. Polarization experiments were performed
with an EG&G Princeton Applied Research (Model 273) potentiostat/galvanostat to obtain the
polarization plots. An EG&G Princeton Applied Research Model 352 Softcorr TMII corrosion
software was used to control the potentiostat/galvanostat. An EG&G corrosion flat cell (Model:
K0235) consisting of three electrodes, namely a platinum counter-electrode, the Ag/AgCl
reference electrode and a Cu sample as working electrode, was used for the investigation. The
reference electrode was inserted into the corrosion cell through a lugin bridge whose tip was at a
distance of 2 mm from the working electrode. The voltage scan rate was used at 0.1mV/s.
Typical setup used for the electrochemistry studies has been shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4. The Electrochemistry Setup for the Cu dissolution.
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3.5 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
The surface modification of Cu specimens in various solutions of glycine and H2O2 and
BTA, as well as the surface modification of the pads for different deposition time of TEOS, were
characterized using a PHI 5400 X-ray photoelectron spectrometer at a base pressure of 10-9 Torr.
Cu specimens were dipped in the requisite solution for specified time and then it was taken out
and dried in inert atmosphere. Although care was taken to minimize the exposure time in air, the
atmospheric exposure could not be avoided completely as the experiments were not performed in
a glove-box. For surface analysis of pad sample a small piece of size 1cm x 1 cm cut from the
each coated sheet.
Subsequently the specimen was inserted in the XPS high vacuum chamber. The
spectrometer was calibrated using a metallic gold standard [Au (4f7/2): 84.0 ±0.1eV]. Nonmonochromatic Mg Kα X-ray source with energy of 1253 eV at a power of 250 W was used for
the Cu surface analysis. Power of 150 W and 15 kV was used as experimental conditions for pad
surface analysis. Charging shifts produced by the Cu sample were removed by using a binding
energy scale referenced61 with respect to the C (1s) binding energy of the hydrocarbon part of the
adventitious carbon line at 284.6 eV. While charging shift produced by polymer sample were
removed by using binding energy scale referenced with respect to the C (1s) binding energy of
hydrocarbon part of adventitious carbon line at 285.0 eV62.
Elements present were identified from the survey spectra. And for further analysis high
resolution spectra were recorded from the individual peaks at 30 eV pass energy.
The relative surface atomic concentration was calculated using the following relation63 :

N O I Oσ Si
=
N Si I Siσ O

(1)
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Where, NO and NSi are the number of oxygen and Si atoms per cm3 of the specimens,
respectively. The terms Io and ISi are integrated intensities under oxygen and silicon peak,
respectively. The terms σO and σSi are atomic sensitivity for oxygen and silicon, respectively. The
values of σO and σSi were obtained from the literature for stoichiometry calculations as 0.66 and 0.25,
respectively. Elemental ratios were then used to compare samples from varying treatment conditions.
Individual C (1s), O (1s) and Si (2p) peaks were deconvoluted using specialized peak fitting
software and procedure described in the literature. As shown in the results section, this enabled the
determination of the functional group present on the pad and the chemical states of the Cu surface.
Before deconvolution each peak is smoothed using Savitzky-Golay algorithm. This is a time domain
procedure that fits a fourth order polynomial in a moving window of a sizable number of data points.
Once the data is smoothed a baseline which is best suited for given data is chosen. A GaussianLorenzian sum function is used to fit the individual peak in the disconsolation. The percentage of
overall area contributed by each individual peak can then be determined. Due to the exposure of the
samples to the X ray source degradation of the sample, outgassing or dehydration of sample occurred
and this can be successfully overcome by in-situ cooling using liquid Nitrogen.

3.6 Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) data under static condition were collected
using ADEPT 1010 system from Physical Electronics Inc. This instrument is capable of
operating over a wide range of beam energies: 250eV to 8 KeV for oxygen and 250eV to 11 KeV
for Cesium64 . It also offer full elemental coverage, sub-ppm range sensitivity for most of the
elements, and a spatial resolution of less than 5micron.
In current studies ion gun operated with a 3kV oxygen beam at 60 degree off the
specimen normal. For all data acquisitions, a beam of 3 pA was rastered over an area of 250 µm
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square. The analysis was carried out from the signal coming from the central 30% of the sputter
crater area.

3.7 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)
FTIR was run on a Perkin-Elmer System spectrum 1 with KBr detector, and equipped
with a Series-I FTIR Microscope (ZnSe detector). The system has a spectral range from 6000 to
250 cm-1. The Image software package allows rapid scanning of large specimens. Attenuated
Total Reflectance (ATR) kit used along with the FTIR instrument for the surface studies of the
pad. A small sample of size 1” x 1” is used for the FTIR analysis. The sample loaded on the ATR
detector and then.

3.8 Nanoindentation
Nanoindentation tests were carried out on the surface modified pads using the
NANOTEST 600® nanoindentor. The average pore size in the pads was approximately 350
microns. Therefore, a spherical stainless steel indenter with radius of curvature of 500 microns
was chosen for nanoindentation which was expected not only to reveal the mechanical properties
of the top surface of the pad but also to minimize the error due to the collapse of pores during
measurement. Based on the results of preliminary indentation measurements on several PECVD
treated pad specimens with varying coating time, the values for elastic moduli and hardness
reported in this work use indentation data up to a depth of 1000 nm. While there is expected to
be an effect of indentation depth due to coating time, selecting 1000 nm help compare data
among a number of pad specimens with different coating time.
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The effective modulus, Eeff, accounts for deformation of both the indenter and the
specimen, can be expressed as65,66,67,68 :
1 −ν i
1 −ν s
1
=
+
E eff
Ei
Es
2

2

(2)

Where, E and ν are the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio respectively; and subscripts s and i
stand for the specimen and indenter respectively. Steel indenter is used in these studies. Values
of Poisson’s ratio and elastic modulus for steel indenter are 0.33 and 208 GPa, respectively. The
value of Poisson’s ratio for the pad was used as 0.3 as reported in the literature69.
Eeff may be calculated67 for a spherical indenter using the following relation:

E eff =

1 dP
2a dh

(3)

Where the terms P, a, and h are the penetration load, the radius of circle of contact at the
maximum load, and the penetration depth, respectively. Using equation (3) and known values of
νi, νs, and Ei, the value of the elastic modulus of the pad substrate can be estimated. Hardness (H)
is determined by calculating the mean contact pressure3,66 at the maximum penetration load using
the following relation:

H =

Pmax
πa 2

(4)

The estimated hardness and modulus of elasticity values reported in the present study
were found to be reproducible and are mean value of a number of indentation experiments, to
keep the uncertainty of measurement to minimum.
For studying the presence of different chemicals into the slurry dynamic polishing studies
were carried out. These results are used as primary guidelines for following CMP studies. Static
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dissolution studies are initially carried out to study the exact effect of each chemical on copper
dissolution, while the electrochemical results gives ideas about exact chemical reactions due to
different chemicals present in slurry. Chemical states of the copper surface due to reaction with
the different chemicals into the solution are studied using XPS and SIMS analysis.
In the evaluation of pad surface modification, variation of the pad surface chemistry is
extensively studied using the XPS analysis. Deconvolution of the individual XPS spectra’s gives
possible functional groups present on the pad surface. After dissociation of TEOS on the pad
surface, variation in Si-OX (where X is C, H or N) moieties is extensively studies using FTIR
analysis. The results obtained from XPS analysis are confirmed with the FTIR results. Variation
of pad surface morphology due to deposition of TEOS is studied using SEM. Due to formation
different species on the pad surface; variation pad’s surface mechanical properties are studied
using nana-indentation technique. Variation of these different species formation, proposed by
XPS and FTIR results varies the pad’s surface mechanical properties like elastic modulus and
hardness. These mechanical properties are extensively studied and analyzed by the
nonindentation studies.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Chemical Aspects
Numerous studies were performed to understand the CMP process in the Cu. For the
development of slurry, water-Cu, Pourbaix diagram70 (pH diagram) is widely used as one of the
guidelines. Cu-H2O potential pH diagram is shown in figure 5, the pourbaix diagram stability
regions of Cu metal, Cu2+ ions , Cu+ oxide and Cu2+ oxides are located. From the pH diagram as
proposed earlier3,5,27 one of the following two approaches have been adopted:
1. Use of Alkaline pH: From pourbaix diagram it can be interpreted that formation of oxide
on the Cu surface take place and oxide layer is easily removed using mechanical action.
2. Use of Acidic pH: These acidic slurries enhanced the dissolution of Cu. However use of
these slurries needs inclusion of some other chemicals in the slurry to inhibit the
dissolution in concave areas.
Steigrwald et al. proposed that the removal of Cu could be achieved as a result of
mechanical abrasion, and the role of chemical element was only to dissolve the abraded Cu
particles rather than to etch the material directly from the surface. The complete and fast
dissolution of the abraded particles in the CMP solution was very important in order to achieve
defect free global planarity as point out by Kauffman et al. In active dissolution of the abraded
particles both oxidants and complexing agents play a key role in the CMP process.
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Figure 5. Cu-H2O Pourbaix diagram.
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Hydrogen peroxide is widely used oxidizing agent in Cu CMP industry. Powerful oxidizing
agent, virtually can be used at any pH values, and clean oxidizer71 (clean oxidizer means it does
not leave any byproducts which can further react with the Cu surface) is some of the key aspect
of hydrogen peroxide which makes it popular in the CMP industry. Hydrogen peroxide is one of
the most unstable compounds and it decomposes spontaneously as
H2O2 = H2O + ½ O2

(5)

Hirabayashi et al.72 proposed that the formation of an oxide film by H2O2 protects the
recess region of Cu. On the protruded region, the removal of Cu took place both by mechanical
abrasion and subsequent dissolution due to the formation of water-soluble Cu+2-glycine chelate
in the presence of glycine and H2O2. However, the study16 neither addressed the Cu2+-glycineH2O2 interaction nor clarified the role of hydroxyl radicals on Cu removal. Hariharaputhiran et
al.32,73 reported that the presence of H2O2 along with amino acid catalytically produced hydroxyl
radicals, which attributed to the very high Cu-polishing rate. The Cu polish rate was found to
increase with increase in glycine concentration. On the other hand, increase of H2O2
concentration resulted in a decrease in the polishing rate of Cu. Zhang et al.74 have shown based
on modeling study on Cu CMP that the removal rates of Cu increased with the increase of
glycine concentration in the presence of 5 weight per cent of H2O2. Various experiments have
been carried out to understand the effect of each chemical is described in following sections:
4.1.1

Dynamic Polishing Studies

Initially some Dynamic polishing studies had carried out to determine fundamental
direction of this study. Figure 6 shows the dynamic polishing of the Cu wafer at different pH
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values. It can be observed from the figure that maximum dissolution rate obtained at pH value
equal to 2. Hence most of the research work is done in acidic media at pH 2.
For the selection of inhibitors, initially C-600Y (Cabot Microelectronics Inc., Aurora, IL)
slurry with presence of hydrogen peroxide and various chemicals are tested. Figure 7 shows the
dynamic polishing result. Benzotriazole shows highest efficiency as a Cu corrosion inhibitor as
compared to the other chemicals. The exact reaction of the BTA with the Cu has been described
in the subsequent sections.
4.1.2

Dissolution Characteristics

4.1.2.1 Effect of Hydrogen Peroxide concentration variation

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the static removal rate of Cu as a function of hydrogen
peroxide content with 0.1M glycine in pH 2 and pH 4 solutions, respectively. The dissolution
rate of Cu was found to increase initially with an increase in H2O2 content in pH 2 up to about
5% and finally it decreased. The suppression of the dissolution rate with hydrogen peroxide
content beyond 5% was probably attributed to the surface repassivation process. Although the
presence of hydrogen peroxide initially enhances the polishing rate, other studies25,29,33 revealed
a suppression of polishing rate at high concentration of H2O2 in the polishing slurry. It should be
noted that the highest dynamic polishing rate of Cu was observed in pH 4 solution containing
2.5% of H2O2 with 0.1M glycine. Figure 8 (b) shows that the maximum Cu dissolution took
place in pH 4 solution with 0.1 M glycine at 2.5% H2O2 and then start dropping down as further
concentration increases.
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Figure 6. Dynamic polishing on Cu wafer at various pH values.
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Cu dissolution rate increases with increasing peroxide concentration. At some point, the
dissolution rate is high enough to cause the surface concentration of Cu ions to reach solubility
limit of Cu2O at that particular pH value. Once this limit is reached, the oxide precipitates and
suppressed the further dissolution of Cu. Hydrogen peroxide assisted in the formation of Cuoxide, which subsequently formed the Cu2+-glycine complex in the solution containing 0.1M
glycine at pH 4. The trend of results in the present situation hints that the similar mechanism of
Cu oxidation and subsequent complexation with glycine operates in solution at pH 2 with glycine
and hydrogen peroxide.
4.1.2.2 Effect of pH variation on Cu dissolution

In the present investigation with 0.1M glycine and hydrogen peroxide in pH 2 solution,
the removal rate was higher than that at pH 4 solution with similar concentration of glycine and
H2O2. Such higher dissolution rate at pH 2 was possibly due to the active dissolution of Cu at a
faster rate as per the normal dissolution trend of metallic system at reduced pH. As such oxides
of Cu are not stable5,42 at low pH level. At lower pH, the dissolution of Cu is balanced
electrochemically by the reduction of oxygen. Another important observation in the present
study is that the dissolution rate of Cu in pH 2 and pH 4 solution without hydrogen peroxide and
with 0.1M glycine was almost undetectable in the present measuring system. Such results
strongly indicate that glycine acted as a corrosion inhibitor in the absence of the oxidizing agent,
as reported by others75,76.
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Figure 8. Effect of H2O2 content on the dissolution rate of Cu in solution containing 0.1M

glycine at (a) pH 2, and (b) pH 4.
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4.1.2.3 Effect of Glycine concentration variation

The effect of glycine concentration in the range of 0.01 to 1.0 M in solutions with 5% H2O2

at pH 2, 2.5% H2O2 at pH 2, and 2.5% H2O2 at pH 4 on the dissolution rate of Cu is

presented on Figures 9(a), 9(b), and 9(c), respectively, which revealed that the maximum
dissolution rate was observed at 0.1M glycine under all experimental conditions. Figure 2 also
confirmed that the glycine did not inhibit the corrosion in the presence of hydrogen peroxide;
rather it enhanced the dissolution process further.
4.1.2.4 Effect of Addition of BTA

Figure 10 depicts the effect of the concentration of benzotriazole (BTA) as inhibitor in
pH2 solution along with 2.5 and 5% of H2O2 and 0.1M glycine. It can be observed in Figure 10
that the BTA decreased the dissolution rate. The reduction in the dissolution rate was more
effective in the solution containing 5% H2O2. Such trend of results indicates that the BTA not
only acted as corrosion inhibitor on Cu in the present solution but also interacts with the
hydrogen peroxide. The inhibition efficiency was enhanced in the presence of high concentration
of hydrogen peroxide. The enhancement of the inhibition efficiency in the present situation was
possibly due to the formation of the Cu-BTA complex after reaction with the Cu-oxide. Growth
of the Cu-BTA film occurs by ionic migration similar to that described in the formation of
surface oxides. Besides, Cu-BTA film also takes part in polymerization process and eventually it
acts as a diffusion barrier41,42. Consequently, the corrosion of Cu was inhibited by the presence
of BTA. Steigerwald et al. reported that the thickness of Cu-BTA film was almost 20 nm after
10 minutes of immersion in solution at pH 2.
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Figure 9. Effect of glycine content on the dissolution rate of Cu in solution (a) 5% H2O2 at pH

2, (b) 2.5% H2O2 at pH 2, and (c) 2.5% H2O2 at pH 4.
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Figure 10. Effect of benzotriazole content on the dissolution rate of copper in solution
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The effect of benzotriazole in pH 4 in the presence of 2.5% of H2O2 and 0.1M glycine can
be observed from the Figure 11. It follows the similar trend as that observed for pH 2 solution
with 2.5 % of H2O2 and 0.1 M glycine.
The inhibition efficiency (η ) values were estimated from the dissolution rate data as a
function of BTA with respect to the dissolution rate in similar solution composition in absence of
BTA as per the following relation:
⎛

k ⎞

⎝

d

η = ⎜⎜1 − d0 ⎟⎟100
k

(6)

⎠

Where, kd and k d0 are the dissolution rate of copper in a solution with BTA and without
the presence of BTA, respectively. Estimated η values as a function of BTA concentration on Cu
in solutions containing 0.1M glycine with 5% H2O2 at pH 2, 2.5% H2O2 at pH 2, and 5% H2O2 at
pH 4 are presented in Figures 12(a), 12(b) and 12(c), respectively. The inhibition efficiency
increased with the increase in BTA concentration, which further confirms the inhibition action of
BTA. The effect of benzotriazole in pH 4 solution in the presence of 2.5% of H2O2 and 0.1M
glycine can be observed from the Figure 12(c). It follows a similar trend as that observed for pH
2 solution with 2.5 % of H2O2 and 0.1 M glycine. Studies form Luo et al. shows that BTA is a
weak acid and dissociate according to the following:
BTA = BTA- + H+

(7)

Tommessani et al. mentioned that acidity largely weakens the protective action and
persistence of the surface film.
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4.1.2.5 Effect of pH: on Cu –BTA complex formation

The effect of pH on the nucleation could be explained by looking at the reaction taking
place at the metal surface.
nCu+ + nBTAH → (Cu (I) BTA) n + nH+

(8)

The reaction takes place with Cu+ or one of its complexes depending on the concentration
of anion into the solution. At low pH, the concentration of BTA- is expected to be less according
to the equation (8) which would definitely reduce the rate of Cu-BTA film formation, ultimately
a reduced value of inhibition efficiency. The inhibition efficiency values of BTA at 0.01M
concentration level in solutions containing 0.1M glycine and 2.5% H2O2 at pH 2 and at pH 4
were found to be 10 and 47 %, respectively. The trend of the pH dependence of inhibition
efficiency was found to be similar at higher concentration of BTA, which confirms the
dissociation as per equation (8) and subsequent formation of Cu-BTA complex.
Increasing concentration BTA to certain extend will increase the reaction rate which
ultimate result in faster nucleation rate resulting in the faster Cu(I)BTA film formation. At the
lower value of pH the BTA is protonated and as the pH value increases protonated BTA
concentration decreases which causes faster reaction, one of the main reason for improved
inhibition efficiency of BTA with increasing pH values.
Figure 12 also ascertained that the effectiveness of BTA as a corrosion inhibitor was
enhanced due to the presence of H2O2; otherwise it would have been impossible to get the
corrosion inhibition effect at such a low level BTA concentration of 0.01M. Furthermore, the
efficiency values in solutions at pH 2 with 0.01M BTA and 0.1M glycine at 2.5% and at 5%
H2O2 were 10, and 77%, respectively. The presence of hydrogen peroxide has enhanced the
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formation of Cu-BTA complex. As usual, the inhibition action was found to saturate at about
0.01M concentration of BTA.
4.1.3

Electrochemical Polarization Behavior

Potentiodynamic polarization tests were carried out to study the passivation and
dissolution behavior of Cu. Potentiodynamic polarization provides information in wide range as
compared to Tafel plots77; it also gives additional information about corrosion kinetics and
localized corrosion. Icorr and Ecorr values measured from polarization curves.
Polarization plots for Cu in solutions at pH 2, pH 2 with 0.1M glycine are shown in
Figures 13(a), and 13(b), respectively. Figures 13(c), 13(d), 13(e) and 13(f) present the
polarization plots of Cu in solution at pH 2 with 0.1M glycine containing 2.5% H2O2, 5% H2O2,
7.5% H2O2, and 10% H2O2, respectively. Some loops and kinks are observed in the passive
region which suggests the possibility of pitting corrosion on the Cu samples. This may be
attributable to the sample preparation techniques used.
Micro pits on the sample surface probably provide sites for the observed pitting corrosion.
Figures 14(a), 14(b) and 14(c) present the polarization plots for Cu in pH 2 solution containing
0.1M glycine without H2O2, with 5% H2O2, and with 5% H2O2 along with 0.01M BTA,
respectively. The values of Ecorr, Icorr, and the polarization resistance (RP) were estimated from
the polarization studies on Cu in various solutions which are shown in Table 2. The value of the
open circuit potential (OCP) in pH 2 solution without any additive was found to be 151 mV
versus Ag/AgCl reference electrode and which drops to -30 mV with the addition of 0.1M
glycine.
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Figure 13. Potentiodynamic polarization plots of copper in solution at (a) pH 2; (b) pH 2 with

0.1M glycine; and pH 2 with 0.1M glycine and H2O2 content of (c) 2.5%, (d) 5%, (e) 7.5%, and
(f) 10%.
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Figure 14. Potentiodynamic polarization plots of copper in solution at pH 2 with 0.1M glycine

(a) without H2O2 , (b) 5% H2O2, and (c) 5% H2O2 with 0.01M BTA.
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Figure 6 also indicates a gradual increase in open circuit potential value with increased
H2O2 concentration. Such upward shift of the polarization diagram was probably due to the
formation of a thin oxide layer on the Cu surface due to the presence of the oxidizer. Such trend
was also observed in the earlier CMP study25 in solutions containing 0.1M glycine at pH 4. Such
oxide film possibly provided an increased barrier to the transport of ionic and electronic species
leading to an upward shift in the polarogram. The corrosion current density (ICorr) value was
initially increased with hydrogen peroxide content, attained a plateau, and then found to
decrease with time. Similar behavior was also observed during the dissolution rate studies
(Figure 8) as a function of H2O2 content in pH 2 solution with 0.1M glycine.
The values of corrosion current density were found to be the highest in the solution at pH
2 with 0.1M glycine and 5% H2O2. The dissolution rate of Cu was also found to be the highest in
solution with such composition. The trend of Icorr values correlates with the outcome of the
dissolution rate measurements in corresponding solution composition in the present study. The
corrosion current density with 0.1M glycine at pH 2 was observed to be higher than that of pH 2
buffer solution as shown in Table 2. The exact cause for such result, however, is unclear at this
time. Furthermore, dissolution rate of Cu in pH 2 solution with 0.1M glycine was too low to be
measured. The polarization resistance was estimated from the slope of the linear portion of the
plot of overpotential from the OCP vs. current density in all the cases. The value of RP was found
to be the lowest at pH 2 solution in presence of 0.1M glycine and 5% H2O2. The estimated values
of the polarization resistance were found to be inversely proportional to the value of corrosion
current density. The RP value was found to be the highest in the case of Cu immersed in pH 2
solution with 0.1M glycine, 5% H2O2 and 0.01M BTA. The corrosion current density was
observed to be the lowest under such condition, indicating the inhibiting effect of benzotriazole
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on Cu in aggressive corrosion condition. Such trend corroborates the findings of the dissolution
rate measurement in the present investigation (Figure 10).
4.1.4

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) analysis of Cu surface

XPS studies were carried out to understand the interaction of H2O2, glycine and BTA on
Cu surface. Peak-fitted Cu(2p) XPS spectra taken from the surface of Cu after immersing for 10
minutes in solutions at pH 2 containing 5%H2O2, 5% H2O2 with 0.1M glycine, and 5% H2O2
with 0.1M glycine and 0.01M BTA, are shown in Figures 15(a), 15(b), and 15(c), respectively.
The Cu (2p3/2) and Cu (2p1/2) peaks are found to be separated by a binding energy value of 19.9
eV which is identical with the value reported in the literature78. Figure 15(a) reveals Cu (2p3/2)
peaks at the binding energy values of 932.5 and 933.6 eV which are due to metallic Cu (Cuo) and
CuO, respectively. The formation of native oxide on the surface was due to the reaction of H2O2
on the Cu surface. The Cu (2p) envelope in Figure 15(a) also shows the satellite peak which
further confirms the formation of bivalent copper oxide on the surface25,78.
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Table 2. Ecorr, Icorr, and the polarization resistance (Rp) estimated from the polarization studies on

copper in various solutions.

Addition of different chemicals in pH 2
solution.

Electrochemical Polarization Parameters
ECorr/mV
Ag/AgCl

ICorr
µA. cm-2

Rp
Ohm. cm-2

none

151

158

268

0.1M glycine

-30

393

213

0.1M glycine + 2.5%H2O2

38

141

124

0.1M glycine + 5% H2O2

173

616

92

0.1M glycine + 7.5% H2O2

232

266

121

0.1M glycine + 10% H2O2

277

142

489

0.1M Glycine+ 5% H2O2 + 0.01M BTA

336

8

2867(large)
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After deconvoluting the Cu(2p) envelope that was obtained from the Cu specimen after
exposing to pH 2 solution with 5% H2O2 and 0.1M glycine for 10 minutes, three peaks at 932.8,
933.8 and 935.5 eV were found as shown in Figure 15(b). The peaks at binding energy values of
932.8 and 933.8 eV confirmed the presence of metallic copper (Cuo) and CuO, respectively. The
peak at 935.4 eV is attributed to Cu-glycine complex present on the surface. The low intensity of
the Cu (2p3/2) peak at 935.4 suggests that in the presence of glycine the oxide film get dissolved
in the solution after forming a soluble complex. The high rate of removal in pH 2 with 5% H2O2
and 0.1M glycine solution is due to formation of Cu-glycine complex and its easy removal by
subsequent dissolution. Similar results were obtained for the pH 4 solution in previous study.
Figure 15(c) shows the deconvoluted Cu(2p) spectrum obtained from the surface of Cu after
immersing for 10 minutes in a solution at pH 2 containing 5 % H2O2, 0.1M glycine and 0.01M
BTA, which shows only one peak at 932.4 eV. The peak represents Cu-BTA complex on the
surface of Cu. Similar binding energy value for the Cu-BTA complex was reported by others79. It
can be mentioned that the full-width-half-maxima value of the Cu (2p3/2) envelope in Figure
15(c) was less than those in Figures 15(a) and 15(b). The full-width-half-maxima value of the Cu
(2p3/2) envelopes in Figure 15(a), 15(b), and 15(c) were found to be 3.2, 3.4 and 2.4 eV,
respectively.
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Figure 15. Peak-fitted Cu (2p) XPS spectra from surface of copper immersed for 10 minutes in

solution at pH 2 (a) 5% H2O2 (b) 5% H2O2 with 0.1M glycine, and (c) 5% H2O2, 0.1M glycine
with 0.01M benzotriazole [1.Cu0, 2. CuO, 3. Cu-glycine complex, and 4. Cu-BTA complex].
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Moreover, the satellite peak intensity was also at the bare minimum. Such XPS spectrum
strongly indicates that the formation of Cu-oxide was absent in the presence of BTA. In highly
acidic environment, BTA has tendency to form thick film on the Cu surface. To further confirm
the formation of Cu-glycine and Cu-BTA complexes on the surface, the corresponding N (1s)
XPS spectra were analyzed. The peak fitted XPS spectra of N (1s) that obtained from the Cu
surface after 10 min treatment in solution at pH 2 containing 5% H2O2 and 0.1M glycine without
and with 0.01M BTA are presented in Figures 16(a) and 16(b), respectively. The N (1s) peak for
Cu-glycine complex in Figure 16(a) was observed at 399.6 eV, which matches well with the
values in the literature25,622. The N (1s) peak corresponding to Cu-BTA complex was reported29
to be at 399.7± 0.2 eV. After peak fitting, a peak was observed in Figure 16(b) at a binding
energy value of 399.8 eV, which was possibly attributed to Cu-BTA complex on the surface of
Cu. There was no indication of Cu0, CuO or Cu2O on the surface of the Cu specimen treated with
0.01M BTA in Figure 15(c). The Cu-BTA complex was possibly polymerized and the thickness
must have been more than 50 nm, so that the XPS signal from the Cu substrate underlying the
Cu-BTA film was not detected. Similar trend of XPS results was observed for the Cu specimen
immersed in various solutions containing 0.1M glycine and 2.5% H2O2 without and with 0.01M
BTA at pH 4.
Results of the dissolution study and electrochemical measurements indicate that the Cu
dissolves at a very rapid rate in pH 2 solution with 5% H2O2 and 0.1M glycine, while XPS
investigation revealed the formation of Cu-glycine complex on the surface of Cu. Extensive
electrochemical studies by Aksu and Doyle80 on glycine in aqueous solution shows that glycine
can exist in aqueous solutions in three different forms namely cation (+H3NCH2COOH),
Zwitterions (+H3NCH2COO-), and anion (H3NCH2COO-). The equilibrium concentrations of
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these species depend on the pH of the solution as also observed by others31,32. In absence of other
organic or inorganic species, the cations and anions predominate at pH values below 2.35 and
above 9.778, respectively.
The zwitterions predominate at pH values intermediate between 2.35 and 9.78. Glycine
forms soluble complexes with both cupric and cuprous ions. While the principal Cu-glycine
complexes for cupric are Cu (H3NCH2COO)2+, Cu (H2NCH2COO)+, and Cu(H2NCH2COO)2,
and for the cuprous is Cu(H2NCH2COO)-2.
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4.1.5

Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy Analysis

Secondary Ion Mass spectroscopy (SIMS) has the ability to deliver useful information in
complex adsorption systems81. High sensitivity, surface specificity, polyatomic adsorbents,
molecular information, hydrogen detection and isotopic discrimination are some of the attractive
advantages of the SIMS technique. SIMS depth profiling have detection limit in ppm range81.
In order to investigate the type of Cu-glycine complex formed during immersion of Cu in
solution at pH 2 with 5% H2O2 and 0.1M glycine, SIMS analysis was carried out. The SIMS
depth profiles on Silica (SiO2) wafer, having 1 micron thick Cu layer treated with 2.5%
Hydrogen peroxide and pH 4 solution with and without glycine have been shown in figure 17(a)
and Figure 17 (b) respectively. It can be observed from figure 17 (a) that Cu and silicon oxide
interface is occurred after depth profiling of around 1500seconds. As mentioned in earlier
sections hydrogen peroxide in acidic solutions dissociates and perhydroxyl ion is formed. These
ions are stable in acidic solution and passivate the Cu surface. An oxide film is formed on the Cu
surface. Oxide film formed on the Cu surface protects the dissolution of Cu. XPS results
confirm the formation of the oxide layer on the Cu surface. Cu and SiO2 interface occurred after
around 750 seconds of depth profiling time for the sample treated with pH 4 and 2.5 % hydrogen
peroxide with 0.1M glycine. Reduction in the depth profiling time is due to active dissolution of
Cu in the solution. To study the Cu-glycine formation SIMS depth profile analysis on Cu sample
is carried out. Cu sample treated with the pH 2 solution and 5% hydrogen peroxide and glycine is
shown in figure 18.
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Figure 16. Peak-fitted XPS N(1s) spectra from surface of copper immersed for 10 minutes in

solution at pH 2 containing 5% H2O2 and 0.01M glycine (a) without benzotriazole, and (b) with
0.01M benzotriazole.
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Figure 17. SIMS depth Profile of Cu-wafer after immersing in solutions at pH 4 for 15 min
containing (a) 2.5% H2O2, and (b) 2.5% H2O2 and 0.1M Glycine.
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Figure 18. SIMS depth profile on the copper surface after treating with pH 2 solution with 0.1M

glycine and 5% H2O2 (a) Cu, (b) –NH2CH2, (c) Glycine, and (d) Cu(H2NCH2 COO)+
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Figure 18 depicts the concentration profiles of Cu, -H2NCH2, glycine, and Cu-glycine
[Cu (H2NCH2COO) +] that are shown in Figures 18(a), 18(b), 18(c), and 18(d), respectively.
These species have corresponding mass of 63, 30, 76, 137 Dalton, respectively. The species with
atomic mass 30 and 76 were from the fragments of the glycine and glycine with hydrogen,
respectively. These were found to be the characteristic species obtained in SIMS analysis of Cu
surface treated with glycine solution. Although Cu-glycine complexes have high mass and
therefore the yield of such species in SIMS analysis is low. Moreover, breaking up of such
complex species during interaction with the ions in SIMS is highly likely. Nevertheless, the Cuglycine species with mass 137 was detected in the depth profile [Figure 18(d)] which was formed
in the solution containing 0.1M glycine and 5% H2O2 at pH 2. In the presence of hydrogen
peroxide, Cu oxidizes to CuO which subsequently form the [Cu (H2NCH2COO)+] complex. The
formation of such highly soluble complex was responsible for rapid dissolution of Cu under such
condition.
To study the detail fragmentation of glycine under the ions, negative TOF-SIMS spectra
were obtained from Glycine powder is shown in figure 19(a). Dominant peaks were identified as
[H2N-CH2] (m/z: 30), [H2N-CH2-COOH+ H] (m/z = 76). These two peaks are characteristic
peaks of the glycine. To confirm these results similar study has been done on deuteriated glycine
powder. In this isotope of glycine, three hydrogen in glycine molecule is replaced by the
protonated hydrogen.
Figure19 (b) shows the negative TOF-SIMS spectra on D-Glycine powder. From the
results dominant peaks are observed at 32 and 79 Dalton. These two peaks corresponds to the
[D2N-CH2] (m/z = 32), [D2N-CH2-COOD+ H] (m/z = 79) respectively. This result confirms
earlier results that peak at 30 and 76 are characteristics of glycine.
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The inhibiting effect of BTA is mostly due to the formation of a protective Cu-BTA-Cu
polymeric film as reported by others82,83, 33,34. As already mentioned in previous sections at lower
pH, BTA predominantly presents as protonated species that reduce the chemisorptions on the Cu
surface which is already positively charged, thereby, decreasing the inhibition efficiency of BTA
in acidic solution. SIMS study by Notoya et al.84 on the formation of various metal-BTA films
including Cu showed that BTA exhibited the highest inhibition efficiency on Cu at pH 6. Ion
fragments originating from BTA were all negative ions such as -CN, C3N-, C6H4N-, C6H4N3,
[Cu(C6H4N3)2]- having mass of 26, 50, 90, 118, 299 amu, respectively.
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Figure 19. TOF-SIMS spectra on (a) glycine; (b) D-glycine powder.
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Figure 20. Static SIMS spectrum from the copper surface after treating in pH 2 solution with and

5% H2O2, 0.1M glycine and 0.01M BTA. Peaks identified at 1.CN-, 2.C3N-, 3.C6H4N4.C6H4N3- 5. [(Cu+) (C6H4N3-) 2].
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Figure 21. Static SIMS spectrum from the copper surface after treating in pH 4 solution with and

5% H2O2, 0.1M glycine and 0.01M BTA. Peaks identified at 1.CN-, 2.C3N-, 3.C6H4N4.C6H4N3- 5.[(Cu+)(C6H4N3-)2].
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Static SIMS spectra from the surface of Cu specimens treated with solutions containing
5% hydrogen peroxide, 0.01M glycine and 0.01M benzotriazole at pH 2 and pH 4 are presented
in Figures 20, and 21, respectively. Figures 20 and 21 revealed the presence of all of the above
mentioned peaks. Intensity of peaks observed in the solution at pH 4 is higher than that at pH 2.
As per equation (7), the presence of BTA- species in the solution at pH 4 is expected to be higher
than that at pH 2. Therefore, the extent of Cu-BTA film formation was more in the solution at pH
4 compared to that at pH 2, which attributed to an increased intensity of SIMS signal from the
Cu specimens treated with the solution at pH 4 in the present study. According to the earlier
report, the SIMS peak for the [Cu (C6H4N3)2]- species was observed in the mass range of 299302. In the present study, such shifting was also observed especially in the case of solution at pH
2 as shown in Figure 20. SIMS analysis supports our results obtained from the dissolution study
(section , dynamic polishing, electrochemistry and XPS.
From the above discussions, we can conclude that
•

It has been found that in the presence of 0.1M glycine, copper removal rate was found to
be high in the solution containing 5% H2O2 at pH 2 because of Cu-glycine complexation
reaction. The dissolution rate of Cu was found to increase due to the formation of highly
soluble Cu-glycine complex in the presence of hydrogen peroxide.

•

Addition of 0.01M BTA in the solution containing 0.1M glycine and 5% H2O2 at pH 2
exhibited a reduction in the Cu removal rate by the formation of Cu-BTA complex on the
surface of copper that inhibits the dissolution.

•

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and secondary ion mass spectroscopy investigations
revealed the formation of Cu-glycine complex, which help understand the mechanism of
Cu-oxidant-inhibitor interaction during polishing.
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From overall discussion in earlier sections, it can be concluded that H2O2 is one of the
important component of slurry used in Cu-CMP. But, H2O2 react vigorously with the
polyurethane pad used in the CMP process. Thus there is a need for a new generation pad is
originated. Next section addresses this need, the development and the modification of application
specific pads which can be successfully used in hydrogen peroxide rich environment.
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4.2 Surface Modification of Application Specific Pads (ASP)
Along with the slurry, pads used in Cu-CMP process have direct influence the overall
process. CMP polishing pads are cellular polymers, widely known as polymeric foams or plastic.
Plasma treatment for polymer surface modification is probably the most versatile among all
surface enhancement techniques available till today. The result of near surface (10 – 100 nm)
modification can alter a number of chemical and physical properties such as imparting special
functional groups for adhesion, hydrophilicity, hydrophobicity, surface energy, chemical
inertness, roughness, electrical conductivity, lubricity, cross-linking density, and dyeability. All
these properties are important for better application engineering and grafting of polymers.
Plasma modification involves only a few Angstrom top thicknesses, and hence, it does
not change the bulk properties of the polymeric materials. Different types of gases used in the
plasma such as argon, oxygen, nitrogen, fluorine, and carbon dioxide, which can induce unique
properties on the polymeric surfaces. Oxygen plasma treatment can increase the surface energy
of polymers, Cross-linking at a polymer surface can also be introduced by inert-gas plasma.
This is the first time in the open literature that surface modification of polymeric pad using
the SiO2 species had been reported to improve the overall CMP process output. Plasma methods used
for polymer surface modification are very versatile, the effect ranging from thin film deposition,
etching and surface chemical modification.
Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) is widely accepted technique for SiO2
film deposition due to low temperature, fast and high growth rate85. The information about the
chemical nature of the pad surface resulting from TEOS adsorption and dissociation during PECVDTEOS treatment was obtained from SEM, XPS, FTIR and nanoindentation analysis. Variation in the
coating time of TEOS deposition varies the chemical structure of the pad surface.
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Following subsections reports the results of different analysis and discuss their impact.

4.2.1

Secondary Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Microstructural characterization of the pad surface before and after coating was
compared by visual inspection of the SEM Micrographs. Figure 22 shows the surface
morphology of the pad surface before and after coating with the SiO2 using PECVD technique
for the 30 min. The uncoated pad surface found to be smooth, and glassy in appearance. The
coated pad was observed to be uniformly coated with few nanometer coating on the surface.
4.2.2

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

In detail XPS analysis is carried out to deduce chemical changes in pad chemistry with
respect to deposition time of TEOS. Data obtained from the XPS analysis include atomic percent
ratios, shift in carbon (1s) binding energies, shift in oxygen(1s) binding energies, and ratios of
carbon to other elements present on the pad surface.
Pads used in the current study are a grafted polymer as shown in figure 23. In which long chain
of polyethylene is grafted by ethylene vinyl acetate. Different materials used for the processing
of the polymers.
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Uncoated ASP Pad

Coated ASP Pad

Figure 22. Secondary Electron Microscopy images of ASP (a) uncoated; (b) Coated.
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Polyethylene (PE)

Ethylene Vinyl Acetate (EVA)

Figure 23. Chemical formula of the polymeric pad
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From the initial survey on the sample surfaces it has been seen that along with the carbon,
nitrogen and oxygen, silicon is present in all the surfaces.
4.2.2.1 Carbon Binding Energy Shifts

The C (1s) signal was deconvoluted into three major peaks as shown in Figure 24.
Deconvoluted XPS C (1s) spectra of PECVD-TEOS treated ASP pad for 10, 20, 30, 40, and 45
min are presented in Figures 24(a), 24(b), 24(c), 24(d), and 24(e), respectively. The peak at the
binding energy value of 285.0 eV represents the C-C and C-H functional groups and that
observed at 286.5 eV represents the C-O species. These results are in good agreement with the
published data. The peak centered at binding energy value of 289.2eV, is attributed to the
presence of carbamate functional group [-O-C (NH2) =O] from the residues of the blowing agent
used in the pad substrate manufacturing process. For the specimens coated for 40 and 45
minutes, another XPS peak at binding energy value of 283.8 eV was possibly due to C-Si bond
as shown in Figures 24(d) and 24(e)86 . The binding energy and the full-width-half-maxima
(FWHM) values of all carbon peaks are summarized in Table 3.
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Figure 24. Deconvoluted XPS C (1s) spectra from the ASP surface after PECVD-TEOS

treatment for (a) 10min, (b) 20min, (c) 30min, (d) 40min, (e) 45 min. possible peak
identification: 1. C-C/C-H, 2. C- O, 3. carbamide, 4. C-Si
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Figure 25. Peak fitted XPS Si (2p) envelop taken from the ASP after TEOS deposition for (a) 10

min, (b) 20 min, (c) 30 min, (d) 40 min, and (e) 45min. possible peak identification: 1. Si-O, 2.
Silicate, 3. Si-N, and 4.Si-C.
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Figure 26. Variation in surface silanol / silcates in PECVD-TEOS coating as a function of

deposition time.
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Table 3. Variation of composition of XPS C(1s) envelope as a function of PECVD treatment

time with TEOS on the top surface of ASP pads.
Duration of
PECVD/min

10

20

30

40

45

XPS C(1s) peak parameters and corresponding
functional groups
Binding
Energy/eV
(+ 0.1 eV)

FWHM/eV
(+ 0.05 eV)

Functional Group

285.0

1.70

C-C / C-H

286.5

1.70

C-O

289.2

1.70

-O-C(NH2)=O

285.0

1.73

C-C or C-H

286.5

1.73

C-O

289.2

1.73

-O-C(NH2)=O

285.0

1.78

C-C / C-H

286.5

1.78

C-O

289.2

1.78

-O-C(NH2)=O

285.0

1.65

C-C / C-H

283.8

1.65

C-Si

286.5

1.65

C-O

289.2

1.65

-O-C(NH2)=O

285.0

1.68

C-C / C-H

283.8

1.65

C-Si

286.5

1.65

C-O

289.2

1.65

-O-C(NH2)=O
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4.2.2.2 Silicon Binding Energy shifts

Deconvolution of XPS Si (2p) envelope obtained from the pad specimens PECVD treated
up to 30 minutes revealed two major peaks at 102.3 and 103.4 eV, representing silicate and Si-O
species, respectively. The peak fitted Si (2p) envelopes for specimens that were PECVD treated
for 10, 20, 30, 40, and 45 minutes, are depicted in Figure 25. The data indicate that short
PECVD process time produced surface films rich in silanol (Si-OH), consistent with TEOS films
deposited at lower process temperatures87. At the initial stages of deposition greater numbers of
hydrogen atoms are incorporated into the film and react with the oxygen species on the pad
surface to form more Si-OH. Due to the increase in Si-OH content the porosity of the film
increases and in turn, the density of the SiO2 film decreases. Figure 26 shows the oxygen to
silicon (O/Si) stoichiometry ratio values calculated from the XPS data using equation (4). The
ratio is proportional to the concentration of the silanol in the deposited coatings. Fracassi et al.
have shown that as substrate temperature increases, hydrogen content in the film decreases and
the film becomes rich in SiO2 having dense structure. The O/Si ratio again starts increasing after
30 min deposition time due to higher concentration of oxygen on the surface and subsequent
reduction in silicon species. For the PECVD specimens treated for 30, 40 and 45 min, a small
peak was observed at 102.1 eV, which represents Si-N bond. Furthermore, there is an abrupt
reduction in Si to N stoichiometry ratio, which indicates an increase in the nitrogen species on
the surface. These observations suggest that as the deposition time increases, thermal energy of
the depositing species increases, atomic vibrations probably occur, which result in breaking the
bonds between species on the pad surface. Consequently, the material etches out from the
substrate. The nitrogen reacts with the Si species on the pad surface, forming Si3N4 species in
stoichiometric conversion from SiO2 to Si3N4 88.
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At longer coating times, the ion bombardment on the foam surface generates appreciable
amounts of reactive carbon radicals on the surface of the pad. Such radicals possibly reacted
with the silicon species to form silicon carbide (SiC), which was subsequently incorporated into
the surface coating of the pad. An XPS peak at 101 eV was observed, as shown in Figure 25,
which confirms the presence of such SiC species. The incorporation of Si3N4 and SiC species
would certainly be expected to make the pad surface stiffer and more brittle.

4.2.3

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

Transmittance plot of surface ATR-FTIR signal through TEOS coated PE-EVA foam substrate
as a function of coating time is shown in Figure 27. The plots in Figure 25 are of the IR
transmittance associated with the asymmetric Si-O-Si stretch of silica (ν = 1010 cm-1) and the SiO-X stretch (ν = 950cm-1), respectively. There is a monotonic net decrease in the surface
concentration of Si-O moieties with PECVD time, as reflected in the increased transmittance up
to 30 minutes of coating time. Thereafter, it appears to be a change in the deposition kinetics,
consequently, decrease in the concentration of both Si-O-Si and Si-O-X (where X is H, C) was
observed. Such observation is inconsistent with generally accepted TEOS deposition
mechanisms and kinetics. The concentration of Si-O-Si and Si-O-X, species is expected to
increase with TEOS deposition time on other substrates87,89,90. However, in the present situation,
the concentration of such species was decreased with the duration of PECVD; possibly due to the
degradation of the polymeric pad, and forming silicon carbide and silicon nitride.
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Figure 27. Transmittance plot of surface ATR-FTIR signal through TEOS coated polyethylene-

ethylene vinyl acetate (PE-EVA) foam substrate as a function of coating time.
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4.2.4

Nanoindentation
The load-depth (P-h) curves obtained from the nanoindentation were analyzed using Oliver-

Pharr approach.

The specimens exhibited a non-uniform penetration during the indentation

experiments. Qualitative examination of the P-h curve showed some unique characteristics. As
shown in Figure 28, distinct events such as pop-in, pop-out or kink-back, were clearly discernible
from the curves. The presence of pop-in during the loading cycle was observed with a characteristic
sudden penetration of the indenter into the specimen without an increase of the load. On the other
hand, pop-out was observed during unloading cycle with a characteristic of a sudden withdrawal of
the indenter without any change in the load. Such events were found to correlate with several
experimental parameters, such as coating time, loading/unloading rate and depth of indentation.
Further nanoindentation study of the PECVD treated pads revealed that pop-in events occurred more
often for indenter penetration depths around 1000 nm. Although pop-out events were not affected by
the depth of indentation, rate of loading and unloading has significant influence on both the events.
These events also indicate the extent of plastic deformation of the pads during nanoindentation. It is
well known that the plastic deformation is a critical attribute of CMP pads as it affects the efficiency
of the CMP process and therefore, the presence of such events in the load-depth curves indicates an
improved performance.
Further analysis of the P-h curves obtained from the indentation test of specimens with
varying coating time revealed that there exist a drop in the loading curve after a sharp increase at the
initial loading period. The depth at which such transition in the loading curve occurs is denoted as htr.
Figure 29 shows the correlation between the transition depth and PECVD-TEOS coating time, which
reveals that the transition depth increases with the coating time. Such trends are possibly attributed
to the change of thickness of the plasma modified layer on the top surface of the ASP pad with
coating time. The slope of P-h prior to the transition depth was found to be higher than that beyond
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the transition depth. Such results strongly suggest an improvement in the mechanical properties of
the top surface of the pad due to PECVD treatment. Figures 30 and 31 depict the effect of coating
time on the hardness and elastic modulus of the pad material, respectively. The effective surface
modulus and hardness were found to increase with increasing PECVD-TEOS coating time. Since the
substrate is made of closed-cell foam, it is unlikely that the reactive TEOS-derived species diffuse
into the bulk. The changes in the mechanical properties of the pad surface are clearly due to the effect
of the coating deposited on the foam substrate. Unlike the values of hardness and elastic modulus, the
percent of transmittance of ATR-FTIR signal was found to decrease after 30 minutes of PECVD
coating time as shown in Figure 27, which was possibly due to the changes in the pad surface
chemistry rather than net removal of the TEOS-derived coatings.
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Transition

Figure 28. Load-penetration behavior of CMP pads during nanoindentation on pad PECVD

treated for 45 min. Inset: The slope change at the transition point at a depth of htr.91
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Figure 29. Variation of transition depth (htr) as a function of PECVD-TEOS coating time during

nanoindentation tests.
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Figure 30. Hardness as a function of PECVD-TEOS coating time.
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Figure 31. Elastic modulus as a function of PECVD-TEOS coating time.
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4.2.5

Correlation of ATR-FTIR, XPS and Nanoindentation Results
The ATR-FTIR results suggest PECVD TEOS on foams is a rather complex deposition

process, involving competition among several elementary processes. The PECVD-TEOS coating
process produces both silica and silicates on the foam surface. The XPS results show changes in the
surface chemistry of the substrate as a function of deposition time at a fixed TEOS/O2 mixture. The
formation of SiO2, SiC, and Si3N4 perhaps alters the viscoelastic properties of the foam surface,
leading to enhanced stiffness, hardness, modulus of elasticity. It can be mentioned that the
mechanical behavior of the PECVD treated pads, as observed by nanoindentation studies, correlates
the FTIR and XPS results in the present study. At shorter deposition time, a gradual monotonic
increase in surface hardness and modulus of elasticity was observed. However, beyond 30 minutes
of PECVD treatment, a sudden change in the hardness and elastic modulus was observed which was
due to the incorporation of Si3N4 and SiC into the surface coatings, as observed in the XPS study.

4.2.6

Impact of Pad Surface Modifications on Polishing Performance

To study the effect of PECVD coating on pad surface dynamic polishing studies has been
carried out. In a typical CMP setup, tungsten wafer is used and polishing is carried out.
Figure 32 represents the relative blanket tungsten removal rate (W-RR) as a function of
PECVD coating time. It can be observed from figure as thickness of the PECVD-TEOS coating
increases W removal rate also increases.

As discussed before, the surface chemistry of pad

changes with coating time. The study enabled us to design ASP pads with the following
characteristics: no need for the traditional pad ‘break-in’ before polish, no conditioning/dressing
ever, no need to keep pads wet in idle mode, long pad life, high selectivity, ergonomically
friendly/easy pad changes and demonstrated pad-to-pad reproducibility.
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Figure 32. Correlation of relative blanket tungsten removal rate (W-RR) and PECVD-TEOS

coating time.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION

Interaction between Cu-glycine-H2O2-benzotriazole in Cu-CMP as well as surface
modification of CMP application specific pads have been successfully studied using different
characterization techniques. From this study we can conclude that:
1. Copper (Cu)- removal rate in pH 2 solution in the presence of 0.1M glycine was found to
be highest for 5% H2O2 concentration. Removal rate of Cu is increased due to the
formation of highly soluble Cu-glycine complex.
2. In presence of glycine at same hydrogen peroxide concentration higher dissolution rate is
observed at pH 2.
3. Increase in the H2O2 concentration above 5% decreases the Cu dissolution rate in pH 2
solution, possibly because of hydroxyl ion generated during the oxidation process
decreases the driving force for Cu dissolution.
4. Glycine showed higher efficiency at 0.1M concentration.
5. In this system addition of 0.01M BTA effectively reduces Cu removal rate via formation
of Cu-BTA complex on the surface of Cu, inhibiting the dissolution rate.
6. The inhibition efficiency of BTA of Cu dissolution in solution containing 0.1M glycine
and 5%H2O2 is decreased at lower pH solution.
7. The tuning of the chemical and mechanical properties of the top surface of the
Application specific pads (ASP) using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition of
tetraethyl orthosilicate is feasible.
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8. The modification of mechanical properties of the pad top surface is a function of the
duration of the plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition. The metal removal rate
using such surface modified polishing pad was found to increase linearly with the
duration of plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition.
9. The gradual enhancement of hardness and modulus of elasticity of the PECVD-TEOS
pad at the initial period was due to the formation of silicate and silica species. However,
the polymer pad degrades beyond 30 minutes of deposition, and lead to the formation of
silicon carbide and silicon nitride species as evident from the XPS studies.
10. Initially a sharp change in the mechanical properties of the pad surface was quantified by
monitoring the change of slope in the load-penetration curve. The depth at which such
transition of mechanical properties takes place is a function of PECVD deposition times.
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CHAPTER 6. IMPACT OF CURRENT RESEARCH AND FUTURE
TRENDS IN METAL CMP

For most of the wafer manufacturing processes the cost of processing wafers is controlled
by the equipment utilization and the cost of the equipment. In case of metal CMP, cost of the
slurry is one of the greatest contributors to the cost of processing wafers. Morrison et al.
mentioned that the total cost of the consumables is around 50 to 70 % of overall cost and
especially the slurry can be around 40% of the Cost of Ownership (CoO).
The main finding of this study is aimed to optimize the slurry used in the Cu-CMP. Since
high dissolution rate are observed without the abrasives which significantly reduce post CMP
cleaning as well as loss of the wafers due to scratching.

At the same time other major

contributor to the CMP CoO is, of course, the CMP pad itself. The new pad can have a
significantly different removal rate from the replaced pad, a time-consuming re-qualification
process is thus necessary. The application specific pads (ASP) are produced and surface
modified by a unique manufacturing process. They are significantly different from the currently
used solid polyurethane pads. This ASP greatly reduces the pad-to-pad non-uniformity, and
consequently can lead to the reduced pad re-qualification time. Increased pad life (the number of
wafers each pad can polish) is a function of optimized pad conditioning and the amount of pad
damage during the polish and the conditioning process. Current research on the Application
Specific Pads (ASP) indicates that the minimal conditioning is required to maintain consistent
removal rates from one wafer to the next. From all above discussion we can conclude that the
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finding of this thesis will help to reduce the cost of the overall CMP process, as shown in figure
33.
At the same time overall Chemical Mechanical Planarization phenomenon occurs at
atomic level and removal of metal layers is in the nanoscale. Nanotechnology is an emerging
area of modern science, which concerns itself with the study of materials that have very small
dimensions. Application of nanotechnology to the CMP is also a new area of research. Scientists
and technologists are deeply involved to understand the novel properties of materials in nano
dimensions and their enable applications in CMP. Nanotechnology requires a fundamental
understanding of how nature works at the atomic scale. Nature has the ability to design highly
energy efficient systems that operate precisely and without waste, fix only that which needs
fixing, do only that which needs to be done, and nothing else. Our understanding of nanoscale
phenomena may allow us to replicate at least part of what nature accomplishes with ease.
Nanoparticles suspended into the slurry can act as an abrasives in CMP. Smaller abrasive
particle sizes enable the semiconductor industry to maintain quality control while shrinking the
size of their chip designs in the drive to lower cost per chip. This establishes a new benchmark
for slurry and pad production in the CMP market and is an important development for the newer
chip fabrication technologies.
Alumina (Al2O3), Silicon dioxide (SiO2), Ceria (CeO2) and Zirconia (ZrO2) are some of
the most widely used abrasives in the CMP industry. Dr. Seal’s research group at Surface
engineering and Nanotechnology Facility (SNF) laboratory extensively working on synthesis and
characterization of nanoparticles, especially rare earth oxide nanoparticles.
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Figure 33. Impact of current research on chemical mechanical planarization industry.
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Nanocrystalline Cerium oxide is one such example and shows some interesting
properties. It acts as a good radical scavenger in oxygen rich environment while in lean oxygen
environment is releases oxygen. This can be act as an abrasive and oxidizer. Use of such kind of
nanoparticles may overcome the need of use of oxidizing agent in to the CMP process which
ultimately reduces the CoO.
Presently some initial studies have been conducted with the particles in presence of
glycine in copper CMP. Initial results are encouraging and indicate the active dissolution of
copper in the solution in presence of the nanoparticles. Further studies in this area are currently
in progress and the work will concluded in subsequent years.
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